In this paper, we provide a principled and unified explanation how knowledge in global 3-D structural invariants, typically captured by a group action on a symmetric structure, can significantly facilitate the task of reconstructing a 3-D scene from one or more images. More importantly, the "absolute" pose between the camera frame and the canonical frame that a symmetric structure admits can he recovered, which explains why symmetric objects (e.g., huildings, hallways) provide us overwhelming clues to their orientation and position. We give the necessary and sufficient conditions under which this pose can he uniquely determined, and, when such conditions are not satisfied, exactly to what extent this pose can be recovered. We show how algorithms from conventional multiple-view geometry, after properly modified and extended, can he effectively applied to perform such recovery. Since now structure, pose and even camera calibration can he recovered from a single image, the techniques naturally apply to vision-based robot navigation where global position and orientation is important.
Introduction
In robot vision (and computer vision) literature, reconstruction of scene structure and camera pose from images is one of the fundamental problems that has been studied extensively for the past two decades or so and it is related to a variety of important applications in robotics, such as autonomous navigation. In most extant methods in robot vision, scene structure and camera pose (or motion) are computed based on structure from motion techniques (e.g., [4] ) by exploiting geometric relationships such as the epipolar constraint among images. However, a well-known dilemma associated with those methods is that: with short baselines between images (which is often the case in robot vision), tracking features is relatively simple, but multipleview geometric algorithms are often ill-conditioned; with large baselines, these algorithms become robust to noise hut establishing correspondence across multiple images is often a time-consuming task (even if it can now he done automatically to certain extent).
To resolve this problem, we take a somewhat extreme stand and pose the question: Can we recover all the 3-D information, including scene structure, camera pose and even camera calibration from a single image? If so, we can very much avoid the difficult tracking or matching problem, and on the other hand, we hope (as we will soon see) the resulting algorithms will he robust. How can this be possible?
We must rely on something which will make our problem well-posed, Let us first take a look at some examples in Figure 1 below. It is not hard to convince ourselves that even from a single image, we are able to perceive the 3-D structure and relative orientation of the object involved, although the object can be distorted by the perspective projection. We note that all the objects in these examples exhibit something in common. They are all symmetric (or at least so can we assume). Symmetry, as a global structural invariant, tums out to be a key factor which may resolve almost all the problems we mentioned above in structure from motion. It in fact gives us very accurate and robust 3-D infor-mation even when parallax (or stereo) information is not available. Figure 2 below demonstrates from another aspect that symmetry is afundamental modeling assumption that the human vision system often imposes on the environment, even if that means we occasionally get fooled by it. This is probably the reason why, symmetry, as a useful ge- In computer vision, symmetry has k e n exploited as an effective cue to compute surface orientation or camera position. But it is traditionally studied under the context of texture such as the study of isotropic (or weak isotropic) and homogeneous textures [3, 19, Other symmetry related partial scene knowledge, such as "orthogonality", "parallelism" and "vanishing points", has also been extensively exploited for the same purpose (e.g., see 171). One step further, people sometimes use explicit 3-D models to compute the orientation of objects (e.g., human face, vehicle, building, etc.) [6, IS] .
In this paper, we show, for the first time, that a unified theory for the study of perspective images of all types of symmetry (reflective, rotational, translational) can be obtained through the combination of the conventional multiple-view geometry with symmetry group actions. As a consequence, conventional multiple-view geometric algorithms and tecbniques, with slight generalization, can be directly applied to perform 3-D reconstruction from even a singIe image of symmetric objects. Furthermore, the theory also explains why the resulting algorithms are much better conditioned. This provides both a theoretical and an algorithmic foundation for robot recovering 3-D pose and structure from an image of its surroundings.
Multiple-view geometry for symmetric structures
In this section we present our main theoretical results on multiple-view geometry for symmetry structure. For details of the proofs, the reader may refer to the technical report 151. First, we give a mathematical definition of symmetry which takes into account all types of symmetry uniformly. here we only consider G to be a discontinuous (or discrete) group. It has k e n shown that any isometric symmetry in R3 falls into one of the following three types (or a combination of them) [IS] : reflection, rotation, and translation.
In the following, we will first introduce multiple-view rank condition for a symmetric structure and the necessary and sufficient condition under which a unique reconstruction is possible, and we will present algorithms which compute the stmcture and pose by exploiting reflective, rotational, and translational symmetry, respectively.
Symmetric multiple-view rank condition
Using the homogeneous representation of E ( 3 ) , any element g = (R,T) in the group G can be represented as a (3) . Although the choice of the world coordinate frame in principle can he arbitrary, the relative pose go from the viewer to the object, as we will soon see, can be uniquely determined from a single image as long as there is "enough" symmetry in the structure and it is "naturally" represented in the canonical world coordinate frame. 
, then the group G also acts on the image set TQ, as it does on S. For simplicity, we always assume g(x) E la for all z E Z, and all g E G. Hence the equation (2) yields a system of equations 'Here we use /GI to denote the cardinality of the group G. In panicular, when G is finite, (GI is the number of elements in G .
It is well known from multiple-view geometry that these "hidden" images must he related by the so-called multipleview rank condition [9] . That is, the so-called multipleview matrix where (5)
Note that this rank condition is independent of any particular order of the group elements g l , 9 2 , . . . , gm and it captures the only fundamental invariant in a perspective image of a symmetric structure. Thus, we call it the symmetric multiple-view rank condition. Note that if G O(3) (i.e.
= 0 for all i), the expression for T ( g i ) is simplified to (7) Therefore, one image of a symmehic structure s with its Note that the group G does not have to he the only symmetry that S allows -as long as a subgroup of the total symmetry group of S satisfies above conditions, go can he uniquely recovered.
From multiple-view geometry, we know that if the structure S happens to he a planar structure, the above results will need modification. This is because, planar structure is critical configuration for generic multiple-view algorithms (e.g., the standard 8-point algorithm will break down). Thus, we can no longer directly apply the above theorem to this case since we do not necessarily have all the elements of goGg;' . Iu particular, if g E G represents the reflection of the planar structure ahout its supporting plane, it fixes all points on the planar and hence, from the image point of view, g is not distinguishable from the identity map I in G. But having a planar structure is not necessary a had thing: We can restrict the origin of the world frame to he inside this plane and the plane normal to he one of the axes (often the z-axis). Done so, the relative pose go between the viewer to the plane can he specified often with less ambiguity.
For a reflection R with respect to a plane, we call the normal vector to its plane of reflection as the axis of the rejection? Using this notion, we have the following statement:
Corollary 4 (Initial pose from symmetry group of a planar scene). I f a planar symmetric structure S allows a rotational or rejective symmetry subgroup G (not including the reflection with respect to the supporting plane of S itself) with two independent rotation or reflection axes, the initial pose go can always be uniquely determined from one image ofS (with the worldframe origin o restricted in the plane and its z-axis as the plane normal).
As a consequence, to have a unique solution for go, a planar symmetric structure S must allow at least two reflections )The role of the axis of a reflection is vety similar to that of the axis o f a rotation once we notice that, for any reflection R, -R is a rotation of angle 0 = li about the same axis, with independent axes, or one reflection and one rotation (automatically with independent axes for a planar structure).
Under the guideline of the general theory above, let us study each individual type of symmetry, i.e. the reflective, rotational, and translational symmetry, and show explicitly, to what extent the pose go can be recovered if the necessary and sufficient condition is violated.
Reflective symmetry
In this subsection, we develop in detail for the reflective symmetry results regarding reconstruction from one image of a symmetric object. For rotational and translational symmetry, we will only present the results and refer the derivation to the technical report 151. Figure 3 shows a reflective symmetry of a checker hoard and the correspondence between features before and after the symmetry is applied. Without loss of generality, we We define R' = &R%T and T' = ( I -&R&T)T~.
Then the symmetric multiple-view rank condition, in the two view case, is reduced to the following epipolar conNote that here det(R') = det(R) = -1 is not a rotation matrix. Therefore the matrix E = T'R' is not a conven-I tional essential matrix and the 8-point (or 7-point) algorithm needs to be modified accordingly, if it is to be used to recover (RI, T').
Once R' = &RhT is obtained, we can use it, together with R, to recover Ro. The 
T o = ( I -R a R R o ) T + B w + Y w~, b ' , r E R (13)
where 212,213 E R3 are two basis vectors for the null space of the rank-l matrix I -&RhT.
In the case of Figure 3 , the object is actually flat and all features (points, lines) lie in a 2-D plane, say P. This plane can be described by equation
with N E R3 as its normal vector and d E 4 as the distance from the center of the camera to the plane P. If we choose the z-axis of the world frame to be the normal to the plane, the only solution for Ro is
where w1 is the (only) real eigenvector of R'. If we further restrict the origin of the world frame to be in the plane itself, the ambiguity in To is reduced from a 2-parameter family to a 1-parameter family which corresponds to an arbitrary translation along the y-axis (the intersection of the plane P and the plane of reflection). 
Rotational and translational symmetry
The checker board in Figure 3 also admits a set of rotational symmetry. Without loss of generality, we assume the rotation R of the form R = ej" with llwll = 1 and 0 < 6' < T, and hence it has three distinct eigenvalues {l,e+Js,eCe}.
In [SI we have proved that for the associated Lyapunov 
T O = ( I -R O R @ )~T ' + P~~, B t R (18)
where w1 E @ is in the null space of the rank-2 matrix I -RORR:. After restricting the origin of the world frame to he inside the plane, To is uniquely determined.
In translational symmetry case, we have R = I and T # 0, and equation (5) We summarize in Table 1 ambiguity in determining the pose go from each of the three types of symmetry, for both general and planar structures.
Due to the limit of space, we will not put here details about how symmetry may simplify the task of camera selfcalibration. We only give the statement: Figure 5 shows the result of reflective symmetry applied to outdoor surfaces. In the left image, we select nine sets of reflective structures, eight of them are associated to tiling patterns on the ground, and the last one is structural symmetry on the west wing of the Beckman Institute. We no- Remark 5 (Self-calibration from symmetry). Not on/y is it possible to retrieve information about the camera intrinsic parameters from a single image of symmetric objects, but also the solution is always linear with each of the three opes of symmetry applied.
We refer the reader to the report [51 for details.
Experiments and applications
There are two distinctive features that allow symmetrybased techniques to be used in a wide range of applications. First, by imposing global structure invariants like symmetry, all multiple-view geometric algorithms become extremely robust. One way to understand this is that applying symmetry to a set of image feature typically results in a large displacement of features across the image (often in the range of hundreds of pixels). Thus, the signal to noise ratio is high. Another way to interpret this is that between the "hidden" images generated by a symmetry, the "baseline'' of the corresponding 3-D motion is often large. Secondly, since reconstruction can now be done from a single image, tracking or matching features across multiple images is no longer needed. This dramatically reduces computational complexity, which is important in time-critical applications such as robot vision.
Global orientation for vision-based navigation
When we tour around a man-made environment, we typically have little problem orient and locate ourselves since objects of regular shape provide us ovenvhelming information about their relative position and orientation. Now such information can also be exploited by a robot (equipped with a vision system) using the techniques above. For instance, we now can easily compute the normal vectors of planes or surfaces surrounding the robot. These normal vectors provide a "global" reference of orientation and they can serve as a compass to the robot when navigating through the environment. tice that results of the first and sixth sets are not fully correct. The explanation for it is that the reflective axes of them happen to be passing closely through the optical center of the camera, so the baseline between the "hidden" images is short. Thus, when we apply the 4-point algorithm to compute the honiography matrix H , due to the noise, parallax information is not correctly extracted. Nevertheless, in this situation, the axis of reflection, say the (horizontal) x-axis, is always correct, and only they, z-axes can be arbitrarily rotated in the plane of reflection, an ambiguity to he expected. To justify this explanation, we can change the reflective axis to be along the x-axis, and the result is shown in the image on the right. Now all the surface normals are correctly computed except for an immaterial ambiguity in the sign of the normal which is not chosen uniformly due to the way the algorithm is currently implemented.
We may also apply rotational symmetry assumption to the image (since the tiles on the floor are square), and the result is shown in Figure 6 . For rotational symmetry, the only degenerate setting is when the optical axis of the camera lies up with the rotation axis, in which case the homography matrix H is a rotation matrix and the translation T, if computed anyhow, will be complete random. The disadvantage of rotational symmetry to reflective one is that in rotational case, only the normal to the surface (the z axis) can be determined as the rotation axis, but the x, y-axes can rotate arbitrarily. Figure I shows an experiment of the translational symmetry. The reconstruction from translational symmetry is very robust, and it typically gives very accurate orientation of the surface. Another interesting application of translational symmetry is to test whether certain stmctures with the same reflective or rotational symmetry are within the same plane.
For example, a staircase is shown in Figure 8 . We first compute the frontal side for each stair using its reflective symmetry, and the normal vectors are all pointing towards us. But after we apply translational symmetry to two stairs together (as they were in the same plane), the recovered normal vector is pointing toward a different direction, in this case pointing a little upwards. This indicates (from the image alone) that these two surfaces are not in the same plane although they have the same surface normal and reflective symmetry with respect to the same plane. However, how Figure 8 : Pose of each stair is conectly computed as coordinate frames plotted on the right. If two stairs were treated as the same planar structure, the frame recovered (on the left) would be incorrect to either stair but more of the "normal" to the entire staircase.
all types of symmetry interplay with each other and give rise to a consistent 3-D representation for a scene (which may consists of many symmetric objects) remains as an open problem at this point. We hope this paper has provided people a good starting point from which many issues of this kind can be systematically addressed.
3-D object pose for visual surveillance
We can also apply our algorithm to detect vehicle poses in traffic surveillance. In model-based vehicle surveillance 1151, the most computation-consuming part is to compute pan angle 0 of the vehicle which indicates its heading. But as we notice, since vehicles are bilaterally symmetric, we can compute its heading using the techniques provided. In this experiment, features points (such as the signal lights)
are chosen manually, and the results are shown in the following figure.
Figure 9:
Vehicle pose detection using reflective symmetry.
Vision-based remote guidance
Currently, we are applying these techniques to vision guided mobile robot navigation. The algorithm can not only give us the robot motion (R, T ) and the ground normal N, hut at the same time the relative pose of the robot from the camera go = (I&, To), which gives us directly the relative position of the robot and the camera. Thus, the camera can send guidance command to the robot in its own coordinate frame. We use this experiment to mimic a scenario where an aerial vehicle guides a ground robot. The camera is hung on the ceiling and pointing downwards, and we have a remote-controlled mobile robot with color markers. The reconstruction result is shown in Figure 10 . As one can see, although the size of the markers on the robot is relatively small, the reconstruction is considerably accurate.
, 4 
Conclusions and discussions
Points, lines, and planes, as special symmetric objects, have been extensively studied before as geometric primitives for reconstructing a 3-D scene from 2-D images. This paper examines primitives at a higher level and with a larger scale: primitives that admit any type of symmetry. Symmetry is a more principled concept to unify various assumptions about 3-D structure that people have exploited in multiple-view geometry before, such as orthogonality and parallelism. Our results demonstrate that, with the extra symmetry assumptions, multiple-view geometric algorithms start to become extremely well-conditioned, due to almost always large baseline between "hidden imager". Nonlinear optimization (such as bundle adjustment) is no longer needed to improve the accuracy of the final reconstruction. In addition, since reconstruction can now be done reliably from even a single image, feature correspondence across different images is no longer a crucial step for *.
k-In experiments above, the knowledge about the presence of symmetry in the image is imposed manually. We are CUIrently developing a system which can automatically detect and match 2-D and 3-D symmetry from image sequences, based on a conibination of image segmentation and the presented multiple-view geometric techniques. Experimental results on real-world images have shown great promise and we will present these advances in future work. These new detection, matching, and reconstruction techniques for symmetric objects have significantly improved the quality and efficiency of image based 3-D reconstruction for manmade environments.
In this paper, the developed techniques mainly target at automatic map building or guidance for robot navigation. More examples and experimental results will be available at "http://decision. csl. uiuc. edu/Nyangyang/symmetry~. At the mean time, we also find these techniques extremely useful in applications such as camera self-calibration, imagebased modeling, and understanding visual illusion.
